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Markets rally as Fed offers softer line ... U.S. stocks lead the way ...
The Dow closed up 957 points this week at 25,315 (+3.9%). The FTSE closed up 27 points at 6,980 (0.3%). Our nine index
eToro fund was up by 2.8% with big gains (5.5%) in U.S stocks. Europe traded sideways, Asian stocks were up 2.8%.
NASDAQ closed up 4.5%. Our eToro “Empires of the Cloud” Fund was up by 7.5%. Big gains for Square, Paypal and Amazon
this week. Our China pair BIDU and BABA were up by 5%. We expect a further rally in tech stocks this month following reports
of a trade truce between US and China at G20 meeting ...
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Bond Rates ...

US ten year bond rates closed at 3.02
from 3.04. We still expect 3.25 to be
within range in early 2019.
UK ten year gilts closed down at 1.36
from 1.37. Brexit anxiety continues.
Oil Brent Crude closed at $58.75 from
$58.86. This could be the floor for 2018.
Gold closed at $1,227 up from $1,223.
The ancient relic long forgotten.
Bitcoin closed down in the week at
$4,120 from $4,033. Rally or dead cat
bounce?
JKA

Markets...
US stocks move higher on Fed minutes ...

NASDAQ closed up in the week at 7,279 from 6,964
(+4.5%). We still expect a rally to 7,500 before end of
year, ready to test 8,000 in the New Year ...

The CAC index closed up in the week at 5,004 from
4,947. Concerns over Brexit and Italian debt eased
slightly, current levels should provide support to year
end ...

The S&P index closed up at 2,741 from 2,640. The
index was up by 101 points (+3.8%). We expect a
further move to 2,800 then 2,900 in the medium term
...

The DAX closed up at 11,247 from 11,193. Up just 50
points, 11,200 should provide support before a test of
the 11,500 level in early 2019 ...

... European show weak rally.
Data Source :
The financial data, information and market interpretations contained in this report have been collated and reported by Dr. John Ashcroft

Currencies...
Sterling moves lower against the Dollar and the Euro ...

Sterling closed down in the week at $1.2771 from
$1.2812. Floating on a Brexit breeze, May’s EU deal
faces a tough challenge in parliament ...

Sterling closed up against the Euro at €1.1280 from
€1.304 ... we expect further pressure on Sterling ...
as Brexit overhangs sentiment ...

The Euro moved down against the Dollar at €1.1322
from €1.1334 ... it really is all about Uncle Sam at the
moment as Fed executes December rate increase ...

The Dollar closed up at 113.51 from 113.22. We still
expect a further move higher in the short term ...

... Dollar moves up against the Yen.
Data Source : Bank of England Statistics Interest and Exchange Rate Data
The financial data, information and market interpretations contained in this report have been collated and reported by Dr. John Ashcroft

eToro our indices this week ...

We track nine indices in our portfolio, three in Europe, three
in the USA and three in South East Asia. The overall fund
was up 2.8% this week.
US markets were up by 5.5% as Fed hints at slower rates
hikes in 2019. European stocks were steady up just 0.76%.
eastern promise pushed Asian stocks higher by 2.3%.

eToro our Empires of the Cloud Fund ...

Here we monitor nine stocks in our “Empires of the Cloud”
Fund. The fund was up 7.5% this week.
Big gains this week for AMZN, SQ and Paypal this week.
Great reward for those who held on through November. We
expect further rally in tech stocks this month.
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to date. Remember trading and investing involves risk.
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